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Chapter 6

Hyperconnected Attribute Filters Based on k-Flat
Zones for 3D Medical Imaging
If knowledge can create problems, it is not through
ignorance that we can solve them.
Isaac Asimov

Abstract
In this paper we present a new method for implementing attribute filters, involving contrast information together with structural characteristics. The filters, instead of the standard 4 and 8 connectivity, rely on the recently introduced notion of hyperconnectivity.
The theory of hyperconnections, just like with ordinary connections, is given by means of
classes and provides an axiomatic definition of set overlap. The filters we propose work
on hyperconnected sets of maximal extent that are derived from a ”base” connectivity
class. This allows us to use standard image representation algorithms like the Max-Tree
for their efficient computation. The method is implemented in the form of a filtering rule
suitable for handling both increasing and non-increasing attributes. In our experiments
we show that fine details, usually observed at higher levels, that normally would fail the
filter’s criteria, are preserved if found within a certain contrast range from the objects of
interest. On the contrary, undesired structures resting on the background that would previously be accepted by the filter are now suppressed. We demonstrate the usability of this
new framework, on non-increasing shape filters operated on 3D medical data sets and we
compare the results with those of the same filters configured with standard connectivity.
Our findings show an increased robustness to noise while maintaining the advantages of
previous methods.

6.1 Introduction
operators [26, 67] in modern image analysis are a set of powerful,
robust and computationally efficient tools that find use among other areas, in image
filtering [56, 66, 88, 94], segmentation [16, 23, 35], and visualization [46, 90]. They extend
to gray-scale trivially and depending on whether they operate on points or sets of pathwise
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connected points, i.e. connected regions, they are referred to as structural or connected
operators respectively.
Filters based on connected operators [27, 29] can either remove a connected component or retain it unmodified but cannot introduce new ones. This is an edge preserving
property highly desirable in many applications. If this decision is based on some attribute
measure such as area or elongation, they are referred to as attribute filters [11]. Like all
connected operators, attribute filters rely on some notion of connectivity, commonly the 4
and 8 pixel adjacency relations [37]. This graph-based definition is part of a wider latticetheoretic connectivity framework that associates directly to connected operators [45, 68, 69].
This is through the mathematical construct of connectivity classes which can also be used
to introduce several generalizations such as the second generation [7, 57, 62] and partition
induced π- connectivity [59, 70]. In both cases the objective is to set criteria for constraining
or enriching the ways images are connected. This can yield clusters of objects or separate
touching regions into several components.
Attribute filters based on standard connectivity or its derivatives are in general insensitive
to contrast information. The flat treatment of gray-scale images often requires a high enough
attribute threshold to remove noise or other particles such that a number of fine but of low
attribute measure details, found at the higher levels of the objects of interest, are lost.
Second generation connectivity can in part resolve this by treating same level components, close enough to each other as clusters of connected components. Depending on the
attribute considered and on the position of the components with respect to each other this can
yield a sufficiently high attribute measure to satisfy the filter’s criterion. A problem with this
approach is that noise gets clustered too, and sometimes together with the objects of interest.
Methods to reduce this involve different ways of computing the cluster attributes [56] and the
use of orientation information instead of just distance measures between objects to define the
clusters [57]. Though efficient in some cases, in 3-D it does cause significant computational
overhead.
Salembier et al. [65] in their work on anti-extensive attribute filters presented a contrast
sensitive method involving a ”soft” binarization of gray-scale images. In this case, λ-flat
zones are considered in which from any given pixel in the component, any other pixel of
the same component can be reached through a path, in which neighbours differ by no more
than λ. Though this prevents the oversegmentation issues of strict flat-zones, it aggravates
the leakage problem common to all connected filters [65]. This effect can clearly be seen in
Fig. 6.1, where even at λ = 1 the entire image is just one λ-flat zone, because a path from
any pixel to any other can be made in which grey levels between adjacent pixels is no more
than 1. Many attempts at resolving this have been proposed (for a review see [76]), but few
if any have been used in attribute filtering.
In this paper we propose a new method for contrast sensitive attribute filters based on
hyperconnectivity [9, 69]. Hyperconnectivity is employed for clustering connected regions
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Figure 6.1: The difference between k-flat zones and λ-flat zones: (top left) image showing circular
gradient; (top-right) λ-flat zone (indicated as hatched area) for λ = 1; (bottom row) two k-flat zones
for k = 16. Note how the two k-flat zones overlap.

along the intensity range and from different threshold sets rather than nearby regions as in
clustering-based second generation connectivity.
In this case we will work with k-flat zones, which are defined as connected regions of
maximal extent, in which the total grey level variation is no more than k. This restriction
to grey-level range automatically restricts the size to which the regions can grow, as can be
seen in Fig. 6.1. This does yield overlapping pseudo-flat zones, and thus a cover of the image
domain, but we will show that this does not prevent the definition of attribute filters.
A cluster in the proposed scheme is characterized by its reference level h and its depth
k. The depth, which is a global parameter, specifies an intensity range above h. All nested
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connected components in that range are registered (not exclusively) as members of the cluster
defined at h. A filter’s decision on a cluster propagates to all its members but clusters may
also overlap by sharing their members. This means that though a cluster may fail a filter’s
criterion certain members might be preserved if they also belong on a surviving cluster or
the other way around, i.e. components that satisfy the criterion will be rejected if they don’t
belong in a surviving cluster. Thus we judge components not only based on their attribute
measure but also based on what they rest on.
In Section 6.2 we briefly present some connectivity concepts and discuss on attribute
filters and ways for extending them to gray-scale. In Section 6.3.2 we start off by giving a
short introduction on covers and hyperconnectivity and we present the proposed method. An
algorithm together with an implementation analysis for a suitably adopted filtering rule are
given in Section 6.4. Experiments on 3D medical data-sets together with a short discussion
and conclusions are given in sections 6.5 and 6.6 respectively.

6.2 Connections, Partitions and Operators
6.2.1 Connections and Partitions
The concept of connectivity in discrete image analysis provides the means to group pixels
into structures with specific topological properties. In mathematical morphology a common
way of addressing connectivity is through the set-oriented definition of connectivity classes
or connections [45, 68].
Definition 18. Let E be an arbitrary non-empty set. A connectivity class or connection C on
E is any family in P(E) that satisfies:
1. ∅ ∈ C and for all x ∈ E, {x} ∈ C,
T
S
2. for any {Ai } ⊆ C for which Ai 6= ∅ ⇒
Ai ∈ C
This means that both the empty set and singleton sets, denoted as {x}, are connected,
and any union of elements of C which have a non-empty intersection is also connected. The
members of C are called connected sets and are element groupings of E.
Connected sets that share a common point x in their intersection can be addressed as a
single connected entity by computing their union according to Def. 18. This is known as a
connected component or grain Cx of X and is a set of maximal extent, i.e. given a set Cx
there can be no other set Cx′ ⊃ Cx such that Cx′ ⊆ X and Cx′ ∈ C. Given a point x ∈ E, the
connected component Cx of a set X can be extracted by a connectivity opening which is an
operator defined as:
[
Γx (X) = {Ai ∈ C | x ∈ Ai , Ai ⊆ X}
(6.1)
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for every X ⊆ E. The connectivity openings are algebraic openings and the datum of a
connectivity class C in P(E) is equivalent to the family {Γx , x ∈ E} [62, 68, 69].
The notion of connectivity as given by Def. 18 is referred to as standard connectivity
and an example is the 4 and 8 graph-based adjacency relations. The associated connectivity
openings safeguard the topological properties of connected components and essentially reject
any point which is not path-wise connected to x.
Connected components form a partition of the image domain. Partitions like connections
describe element groupings on E. The formal definition as given in [70] is the following:
Definition 19. Let E be an arbitrary set. A partition P of E is a mapping x → P(x) from
E into P(E) such that
1. for all x ∈ E : x ∈ P(x),
2. for all x, y ∈ E : P(x) = P(y) or P(x) ∩ P(y) = ∅.
P(x) is called the class of the partition of origin x. The two conditions indicate that
classes P(x) occupy the whole space E and that two distinct classes have no common point.
Partition classes as opposed to connected components, do not necessary contain elements
from the foreground sets only. Because of this, establishing a relation with a connection
requires the use of connectivity openings which naturally separate background from foreground components [68, 72].
Definition 20. Given a partition P of the space E, all the subsets of each class P(x), x ∈ E,
of the partition generate a family conditionally closed under union given by
\
C π = {A P(x), x ∈ E and A ∈ P(E)}.
(6.2)
We call C π a partition-induced (pi) or π-connection [59].

6.2.2 Attribute Filters
In mathematical morphology an operator is called a filter if it is increasing and idempotent
[27,28,68]. For any two sets X, Y ⊆ E, increasingness implies that if X ⊆ Y ⇒ Ψ(X) ⊆
Ψ(Y ) and idempotence that Ψ(Ψ(X)) = Ψ(X). In the case of connected operators, a filter
Ψ : P(E) → P(E) interacts with connected components rather than individual pixels. In
the more specific class of attribute filters, connected components are preserved unmodified
if they meet some pre-specified attribute criterion Λ or removed otherwise.
Attribute criteria for connected components Cx ⊆ X are typically given in the form of:
Λ(Cx ) = Attr(Cx ) ≥ λ

(6.3)
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with Attr(Cx ) some real-value attribute of Cx , and λ an attribute threshold. They are put
in place by means of a trivial opening which is an operator ΓΛ : C → C. For a connected
component Cx :

Cx if Λ(Cx ) is true
(6.4a)
ΓΛ (Cx ) =
∅
otherwise.
(6.4b)
Furthermore, ΓΛ (∅) = ∅.
The attribute filter ΨΛ of a set X given a criterion Λ is given by:
[
ΓΛ (Γx (X))).
ΨΛ (X) =

(6.5)

x∈X

∗
Let CX
denote the set of all connected components of X. We can then rewrite (6.5) as
[
ΨΛ (X) =
ΓΛ (Ci )).
(6.6)
∗
Ci ∈CX

Depending on whether the criterion is increasing or not, ΨΛ is referred to as an attribute
opening or thinning respectively (in the anti-extensive case). A commonly used increasing
criterion is the area of Ci [14, 87]. Non-increasing criteria are discussed in [11, 29]. In this
work we experiment with 3D shape filters that use non-increasing criteria, notably the noncompactness measure of [86, 94]. A 3D structure is non-compact if it is characterized by a
high trace of the moment of inertia tensor I(C) compared to its volume V (C). In 3D, I(C)
has a minimum for a sphere and increases rapidly as the object becomes more elongated. It
is defined as:
V (C) X
I(C) =
+
(x − x)2
(6.7)
4
x∈C

and scales with size to the fifth power whereas the volume scales to the third power. Therefore the ratio
I(C)
(6.8)
Attr(C) = 5/3
V (C)
is a purely shape dependent attribute which can be used to define a filter sensitive to elongated
structures.

6.2.3 Extensions to Gray-Scale
Increasing connected filters extend to gray-scale trivially by threshold superposition [43].
Given a gray-scale image f : E → R, thresholding f in an increasing order from hmin + 1
to hmax yields a stack of nested binary sets. Each binary image at level h is given by:
Th (f ) = {x ∈ E | f (x) ≥ h},

(6.9)
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and for any two levels such that h < h′ :
Th′ (f ) ⊆ Th (f ).

(6.10)

Given a threshold decomposition of f , the response of the gray-scale counterpart of a binary
increasing filter ΨΛ on each point x of f is given by:
ψ Λ (f )(x) = sup{h | x ∈ ΨΛ (Γx (Th (f )))}.

(6.11)

Thus, the operator ψ Λ assigns to each x the highest threshold at which it still belongs
to a connected foreground component of attribute measure equal or larger than λ. Attribute
filters are implemented efficiently on image representation structures with the aid of filtering
rules. Depending on the rule, non-increasing attributes can also be used to define gray-scale
non-increasing grain filters [29], which are idempotent, but not increasing. More on rules
and strategies are discussed in Section 6.3.2 and in [65, 85].
Next, we define three types of components used in gray-scale image analysis in relation to
connected components for the purposes of threshold superposition. Given a gray-scale image
f , a peak component Ph is a connected component of the threshold set at level h [65, 66],
i.e.
Ph = Γx ({x ∈ E | f (x) ≥ h})
(6.12)
and a flat zone Fh is a connected component of the set of pixels with level strictly equal to
h [66], i.e.
Fh = Γx ({x ∈ E | f (x) = h})
(6.13)
If a peak component Ph at level h has no neighbors of intensity greater than h, it is called a
regional maximum.

6.3 Hyperconnections
6.3.1 Hyperconnectivity Classes and Covers
Hyperconnectivity [9, 69] extends the notion of standard connectivity by relaxing the second
condition of Def. 18. Instead of using a strict non-empty intersection of sets for their union
to be connected, the definition of hyperconnectivity classes involves a degree of overlap
specified by an overlap criterion.
Definition 21. An overlap criterion in P(E) is a mapping ⊥ : P(P(E)) → {0, 1} such that
⊥ is decreasing, i.e., for any A, B ⊆ P(E)
A⊆B

⇒

⊥(B) ≤ ⊥(A),

(6.14)
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This condition makes it explicit that a non-overlapping family cannot possibly become
overlapping by adding more sets. Any A ⊆ P(E) for which ⊥(A) = 1 is said to be
overlapping, otherwise A is non-overlapping. A hyperconnectivity class can now be defined
as follows.
Definition 22. A hyperconnectivity class H ⊆ P(E) with an overlap criterion ⊥ is a set of
sets with the following properties:
1. ∅ ∈ H and for all x ∈ E, {x} ∈ H,
2. for any {Ai } ⊆ H for which ⊥({Ai }) = 1 ⇒

S

Ai ∈ H.

It can be seen that all connectivity classes are special cases of hyperconnectivity, in which
the overlap criterion is given by:

⊥({Ai }) =



T

Ai 6= ∅

1

if

0

otherwise

(6.15a)
(6.15b)

Examples are given in [9].
Sets which are members of a hyperconnectivity class are called hyperconnected. In a
complete analogy to standard connectivity, we can define hyperconnected components as
sets in H of maximal extent. Given a binary image X ∈ H let
HX = {A ∈ H | A ⊆ X},

(6.16)

be the family of all hyperconnected subsets of X. A hyperconnected component of X is a
set C H ∈ HX given by:
∗
HX
= {A ∈ HX | ∄B ∈ HX : A ⊂ B},

(6.17)

which just states that any hyperconnected component of X has maximal extent, because
∗
there exist no hyperconnected subsets of X larger than any of the members of HX
.
Hyperconnected as opposed to ordinary connected components do not necessarily form
∗
a partition on X. That is because for any two hyperconnected components Hi , Hj ∈ HX
which overlap in the sense of connectivity (having a non-zero intersection) their union needs
not to be a member H, because ⊥({Hi , Hj }) = 0. They form a cover K of E instead, which
is defined like a partition only dropping the second condition of Def. 19. For the classes of a
S
cover of E we have that x∈E K(x) = E, i.e. a partition is a special case of a cover.

Proposition 4. Any cover K of E with classes K(x), x ∈ E induces a hyperconnectivity
class HK given by
HK = {∅} ∪ {A ∈ P(E) | ∃x ∈ E : A ⊆ K(x)},

(6.18)
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associated to the overlap criterion:
⊥K ({Ai }) =



1

if ∃x ∈ E : ∪Ai ⊆ K(x)

(6.19a)

0

otherwise

(6.19b)

Proof. The empty set is hyperconnected by the definition. For any of the sets Ai with i
from some index set, independent of whether Ai = {x} or not, if ⊥K ({Ai }) = 1 and since
S
S
Ai ∈ K(x), their union yields Ai ∈ K(x) ⇒
Ai ∈ H K .
∗
We can now define hyperconnected attribute filters ΨΛ
H simply by replacing CX in (6.6)
∗
by HX , i.e.
[
ΨΛ
ΓΛ (Hi )).
(6.20)
H (X) =
Hi ∈H∗
X

Obviously, ΨΛ
H is anti-extensive, because it can only remove hyperconnected components,
not add any. We can simply prove that such a filter is idempotent, by considering that the
result of ΨΛ
H (X) is the union of those hyperconnected components of X which meet criterion Λ. Furthermore, all these preserved hyperconected components are hyperconnected
Λ
components of ΨΛ
H (X), because ΨH (X) cannot contain any hyperconnected supersets of
Λ
hyperconnected components of X, by its anti-extensiveness. Thus, applying ΨΛ
H to ΨH (X)
will only consider those connected components of X which already meet the criterion Λ.
Therefore, none are removed, and
Λ
Λ
ΨΛ
H (ΨH (X)) = ΨH (X).

(6.21)

If Λ is increasing, then so is ΨΛ
H , as can be seen by considering the hyperconnected components of any two images X and Y with X ⊆ Y . For any hyperconnected component
∗
Hi ∈ HX
, we have Hi ∈ HY , because although Hi must be a hyoerconnected subset of
Y , it need not be a hyperconnected component of Y . If Hi 6∈ HY∗ , there exists some hy∗
perconnected component of Y which is a superset of Y . Therefore, for any Hi ∈ HX
we
have
Hi ⊆ ΨΛ
⇒ Hi ⊆ ΨΛ
(6.22)
H (X)
H (Y ),
because either Hi ∈ HY∗ , in which case it will be preserved if it was preserved by Λ, or
there is some Hj ∈ HY∗ , with Hi ⊂ Hj . In the latter case Λ(Hi ) ⇒ Λ(Hj ) through
increasingness of Λ.
Thus, Hyperconnected attribute filters preserve the main properties of connected attribute
filters. However, for a more complete theory we will need to define the axiomatics of the
families of operators which extract hyperconnected components, in analogy to families of
connectivity openings. Braga-Neto et al. [9] define a hyperconnectivity opening as an operator that given a point x, extracts the union of all hyperconnected sets. It is shown though
that the result is not always return a hyperconnected set itself. Defining an operator that
yields a hyperconnected set of maximal extent for all x ∈ E remains an open problem and
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it is not dealt with in this paper. For the purposes of our work we employ a specific type of
hyperconnectivity for which this analysis is not necessary.

6.3.2 Covers of k-Flat Zones
In [73] Serra et al. showed that the set of flat zones of a gray scale image f constitutes a
partition of the space. It can be seen from Def. 20 that this induces a connection C made up
from all the subsets of P(E) intersected with the classes of the partition, i.e. the flat zones
themselves. Using this fact, Salembier et al. [66] presented a rather simpler way of extending
attribute filters to gray-scale as follows:
Definition 23. An operator Ψ acting on gray-level images is said to be connected if, for any
f , the partition of flat zones of Ψ(f ) is coarser than the partition of flat zones of f .
In their work on contrast-based connected operators, Serra and Salembier et al. [65, 66]
suggested a ”fuzzy” equivalent of flat zones, which we will call λ-flat zones. In this case a
connected path of pixels exists between any two members of the same λ-flat zones, in which
neighbouring pixels differ by no more than λ in grey level. Connected operators extending
to gray-scale that work on such components were introduced but as pointed out in [65] they
lack idempotence and thus cannot be used to define attribute filters.
Consider now the following entity; a k-flat zone at level h is a set of all path-wise connected pixels with intensities from h − k up to h, i.e. at any point x ∈ E we have:
Fh,k (x) = Γx ({y ∈ E | h − k ≤ f (y) ≤ h})

(6.23)

It is obvious that for k > 0, the k-flat zones found at all levels h ∈ [hmin + k, hmax ]
show overlap and thus do not form a partition of E. Consequently they do not represent
a connectivity on E in any way. They do however form a cover of E which from Prop. 4
induces a hyperconnectivity class in the form of (6.18).
Proposition 5. Let f be a gray-scale image, decomposed to a set of k-flat zones Fh,k with
k ∈ Z. The set of all Fh,k such that h ∈ [hmin + k, hmax ] induces a hyperconnectivity class
given by:
Hk = {∅} ∪ {A ∈ C | ||f (p) − f (q)|| ≤ k ∀p, q ∈ A},

(6.24)

that is associated with the overlap criterion:

⊥k ({Hi }) =



1


0

if

T

Ai 6= ∅ ∧

maxp,q∈S Ai ||f (p) − f (q)|| ≤ k
otherwise.

(6.25)
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Proof. In this proposition we assume a ”base” connectivity class that applies to all threshold
sets. As such the hyperconnectivity class Hk is made up of overlapping connected sets thus
Hk ⊆ C.

(6.26)

Moreover, from (6.23) and (6.24) it is obvious that any Fh,k ∈ Hk .
Each connected set marked by x is included in a class of a partition according to Definition 19. Due to overlap though, in the case of k-flat zones this yields a cover K rather than a
partition, for which each member of HK is a subset of a class K(x). Since sets A ∈ Hk are
S
S
both connected and hyperconnected we need to ensure that Ai ∈ Hk ⇒ Ai ∈ C. This
is provided by the definition of the overlap criterion from which
[
\
Ai 6= ∅ ⇒ ⊥k ({Ai }) = 1 ⇒
Ai ∈ H k ,
(6.27)
S
and from (6.26): Ai ∈ C. The second term in the conditions giving ⊥k ({Ai }) = 1 ensures
that any hyperconnected set is included in a k-flat zone. To verify that ⊥k is decreasing we
T
look at both terms separately. It is obvious that adding more sets to Ai cannot result in
S
∅ and for any pair of points in Ai there cannot be an intensity higher than k. The inf of
these two terms is decreasing.
If k is set to 0 which means that overlap ceases to take place, the k-flat zones become
the ordinary flat zones of f defining a partition and thus the expression for Hk yields the
standard connection C.
Let us now consider the k-flat-zone equivalent of regional maxima. A regional maxmimum Mh at level h is a 0-flat zone which grey-level h which has neighbours of strictly lower
grey level. A k-regional maximum Mh,k is a k-flat-zone of level h which has neighbours of
grey level strictly smaller than h − k. Obviously,
Mh = Mh,0 ⊆ Mh,k

∀k > 0.

(6.28)

These same regional maxima correspond to k-peak components Ph,k at their respective grey
levels. This means these k-peak components correspond exactly to regular peak components
at level h − k, i.e.,
Mh,k = Ph,k = Ph−k .
(6.29)
If we extend this definition of k-peak components from only the regional maxima to all peak
components we can define a Max-Tree based on k-peak components. If k = 0 we end up
with the regular Max-Tree (as it should be), but as k is increased we will change the topology
of the tree. In particular, we will cluster multiple peak-components Phi into their supersets
j
j
Ph,k
= Ph−k
, with i and j some indices. Such clustering can be performed by the dual-input
Max-Tree algorithm intended for second generation connectivities [57]. We can achieve this
using a mask m defined as
m(x) = f (x) + h

∀x ∈ E.

(6.30)
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Though this aproach would work, it is wasteful in terms of memory. Instead, we will introduce a new filtering rule for the regular Max-Tree algorithm, as explained in the next
section.

6.3.3 Attribute Filters Based on k-Flat Zones
Attribute filters for gray-scale images work on level components. Filters that rely on standard
connectivity have the criterion Λ applied on each peak component and proceed according to
filtering rule chosen. The attribute measure of a peak component Ph is given by accumulating
the auxiliary data of all its descending components with those of its flat zones. Note that
in practice there exist more efficient schemes and an example is the Max-Tree algorithm
discussed in the next section. For the purposes of this analysis however we assume this
simple approach.
The filter that we propose works on k-peak components instead. The objective is to
capture contrast information by controlling the parameter k. That is, to preserve fine details
of low attribute measure, usually observed at the higher levels on the objects of interest,
while suppress all low contrast structures, like noise patterns which rest on the background,
even if they are of high attribute measure.
We have devised two strategies for this purpose. The first involves a tree-based algorithm
that encodes the notion of k-peak components in its structure by specifying k in advance.
This is based on the dual-input Max-Tree [57] where the mask images provided, are replicas
of the original shifted in intensity by k levels up. The method yields clusters of regular
peak components with their attributes computed based on the mask image as in [56]. The
drawback in this, is that for different values of k we need to recompute the tree structure
before filtering.
The second strategy presented here, involves a regular Max-Tree structure where k is
set interactively for filtering purposes only, allowing the same rapid visualization as in [90].
The hyperconnected attribute filters introduced are configured with the subtractive filtering rule which has been selected for its clear advantages [85] over other rules in handling
non-increasing criteria. The subtractive rule is described as a non-pruning filtering strategy.
Briefly, in the case of standard connectivity, if a peak component does not meet the criterion
Λ its flat zones are lowered in grey level to meet the highest surviving ancestor. The feature
differentiating it from the other non-pruning rule, the direct, is that it also lowers the intensity
of its descendants by the same amount.
Consider now a threshold decomposition of a gray-scale image f . The component Ph,k
is preserved if Attr(Ph−k ) ≥ λ and this decision propagates to all regular peak components
up to Ph , independent of whether each one of them separately satisfies Λ or not. If the
descendants of any regular peak component Ph have a furthest descendent Ph′ with h′ <
h + k, this means there is no k-peak component at h in this branch of the tree. The decision
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as to whether to reject them or not is no longer based on Λ(Ph ) but on the attribute value of
the ancestor at h′ − k.
Therefore, unlike classical Max-Tree filtering rules, the k-subtractive rule relies on both
checking peak components using criterion Λ and an upward propagation of preserve decisions, within some propagation range k ′ of the preserved ancestors. The propagation range
k ′ of the preserve status is updated for every new peak component found along the same
root-path. For any node preserved because Λ is met, its k ′ is set to k. If Ph′ fails the criterion
but is still within k ′ levels from its immediate ancestor Ph which was preserved, it is also
preserved but only propagates the preserve status to h+k ′ −h′ levels up from h′ . If however,
Ph′ fails Λ and its immediate ancestor is more than k ′ levels below h′ then Ph′ is removed
(and propagation range is set to 0).
We summarize this set or rules to what we call the k − subtractive filtering rule which
is defined as follows. Let χ denote the characteristic function for a binary image X:

1 if x ∈ X
(6.31a)
(χ(X))(x) =
0 otherwise.
(6.31b)
Definition 24. A gray-scale attribute filter ψkΛ configured with k-subtractive filtering rule is
given by:
hmax X
X

(ψkΛ (f ))(x) =
χ ΓkΛ Phi ,
(6.32)
h=hmin i∈I f
h

in Ihf is an index set for peak components in image f at level h which ΓkΛ is defined as

j
if (ΓΛ (Phi ) ∧ ∃Ph+k
⊆ Phi )




 Ph
(6.33a)
∨ ∃Phj′ : (h′ ≥ h − k
i
ΓkΛ (Pih ) =
j
j

i

∧ Ph ⊆ Ph′ ∧ ΓΛ (Ph′ ))



∅
otherwise.
(6.33b)

Next, we demonstrate in Fig. 6.2 how the k-subtractive filtering rule operates on a 1D
signal. Assume that we use a non-increasing criterion and that k = 3. In the original signal
there exist 4 regional maxima for which we assume that the first three from the left, i.e.
P80 , P70 and P61 , fail Λ, while Attr(P21 ) > λ. Also, all the other peak components except for
the root satisfy Λ. An attribute filter relying on standard connectivity and configured with the
subtractive rule would remove the first three regional maxima by lowering their intensities
to those of their respective parents and leave the rest of the signal unaffected. In the case
in which the same filter is configured with the k-subtractive filtering rule instead, the results
vary significantly. Starting with the background we see that since it fails Λ and there is no
other node below it, it is rejected and with its propagation range set to 0. The left lobe of
0
0
the signal has two k-peak components before it gets split in two. Both P4,3
and P5,3
are
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Figure 6.2: The k-subtractive filtering rule for a 1D signal. (from left) The original 1D signal (solid
line) with the 4 regional maxima; the Max-Tree of the original signal; the filtered output using the
k-subtractive filtering rule.

preserved because they have sufficient contrast and P10 and P20 respectively satisfy Λ. P20
propagates a preserve status for 3 levels up and though this does not affect much in the left
group of descendants, it preserves part of the right group (gray dotted arrow) in which all
descending peak components fail Λ. That is, the previously rejected regional maximum P61
is only lowered by 1. On the left group again, we keep on finding peak components that
satisfy Λ until level h = 5. From h = 6 and up the contrast range does not permit for any
more and the decision on the remaining regular peak components is based on the youngest
0
surviving k-peak component, i.e. P8,3
= P50 . Since they are all within the contrast range of
0
P8,3 (black dotted arrow), they are preserved as they are. Coming back to the background
component, we see that the contrast range of the right lobe is below k, thus there cannot
be any k-peak components. The decision of the regional maximum P21 is thus left on the
background component which was rejected and with its propagation range set to 0, i.e. P21
though satisfies Λ, is rejected.

6.4 The k-Subtractive Filtering Rule for the Max-Tree Algorithm
6.4.1 The Max-Tree Algorithm
Attribute filters have been implemented efficiently on tree-based algorithms for gray-scale
image representation [10,35,65]. An example is the Max-Tree introduced by Salembier [65]
in the context of anti-extensive attribute filtering. The Max-Tree is a versatile algorithm
running a three-stage process in which the construction of the tree and the computation of
node attributes is independent of filtering and image restitution. Given a gray-scale image
f , the tree structure reflects the nesting order of its threshold sets. The nodes Chi , addressed
by their level h and index i, correspond to sets of flat zones for which there exists a unique
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mapping to peak components:
Chi = {x ∈ Ph | f (x) = h}.

(6.34)

The tree is rooted and unidirected with its leaves corresponding to regional maxima. The
root node is defined at the minimum level hmin and represents the set of pixels belonging to
the background. The Max-Tree of a 1D signal is shown in Fig. 6.2.
Each Max-Tree node except for the root, points to its parent at level h′ < h. The root
node points to itself. This linking property simplifies the computation of peak component
attributes since every parent inherits the auxiliary data stored in children nodes along the
same root-path. In the case of increasing attributes such as area or volume, inheritance
is a simple accumulation while for the more complicated case of shape attributes like the
one in (6.8) the process relies on more sophisticated attribute handling functions described
in [57, 85].
The construction of the tree is done recursively. A flooding function fed by a set of
hierarchical first-in first-out (FIFO) queues, upon receiving a pixel updates the auxiliary data
buffer of the node currently being flooded. It then inspects its neighbors and places them in
the appropriate queue entries. If a neighboring pixel is at a higher level h′ > h, flooding
the current node at h pauses and a new function call initiates the process at h′ . Once a node
is fully flooded, i.e. there are no more pixels in the queue for that level, it is finalized by
detecting its parent, updating its members and setting the appropriate flags. The function
returns the auxiliary data to the parent node and flooding continues or initiates at that level.
The process terminates when flooding the root node is completed. Implementation details
are discussed in [55, 65].
The filter function, realized in a separate stage, reads the tree structure by visiting each
node separately starting from the root. For every node an auxiliary data interpreter computes
the attribute value which in turn is compared against the pre-specified attribute threshold λ.
Nodes failing the criterion are removed by lowering the gray-level of their member pixels in
accordance to the filtering rule chosen. More on these strategies are given in [19]. Restitution
simply assigns the new levels to the corresponding pixels.

6.4.2 The k-subtractive Implementation
The k-subtractive filtering rule defined in Sec.6.3.2 is implemented as a separate function
that takes as input a Max-Tree structure, an auxiliary data interpreter and the two parameters
λ and k. It requires a single pass of the tree in which each node is visited just once.
In this version of the Max-Tree two extra fields per node are required: PeakLevel and
kprime, which store the gray level of the descendent with the highest gray level, and the
propagation range respectively. The first is initialized to each node’s original level, and the
second to 0 while constructing the tree. Prior to filtering the SetPeakLevels() function is
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Algorithm 4 The k-Subtractive filtering rule.
process k − subtractive(M axT ree t, void ∗ Attribute, λ, k)
build Max-Tree for an image f
var idx , parent ;
var node , parnode ;
var dif f lev ;
/* process root */
if / root → Attribute > λ then
root → kprime = k /* preserve and set maximal k-restoration level */
root → N ewLevel = root → Level
else
root → kprime = 0
root → N ewLevel = 0
endif
for all levels l starting at hmin + 1 to hmax do
for all nodes at each level l do
compute node index idx
find node’s parent parent
dif f level = node → Level − parnode → Level
if node → P eakLevel − parnode → Level > k AND node → Attribute > λ then
/* preserve and set maximal k-restoration level */
node → N ewLevel = parnode → N ewLevel + dif f level
node → kprime = k
else
if dif f level > parnode → kprime then
node → N ewLevel = parnode → N ewLevel + parnode → kprime
node → kprime = 0
/* k-restoration completed */
else
node → N ewLevel = parnode → N ewLevel + dif f level
node → kprime = parnode → kprime − dif f level
/* remainder to be k-restored */
endif
endif
endfor
endfor
for all pixels p restitute the filtered image
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called. This routine traverses the tree from the leaves to the root, and at each node sets the
PeakLevel field of the parent to its own PeakLevel, if its PeakLevel is higher than the parent’s
PeakLevel. This ensures that the PeakLevel field of each node Chi is set to the maximum
within the corresponding peak component Phi .
The PeakLevel is used to determine whether each node examined associates to a k-peak
component or not. That is, if the difference between the node’s PeakLevel and its parent’s
level is greater than or equal to k then there is sufficient contrast range and the corresponding
Ph defines a Ph,k . The kprime member specifies the propagation range, i.e. which nested
peak components are to be preserved independent of their attribute measure if there exists a
k-peak component among their ancestors.
The function starts by reading all nodes from the root upwards. The root node is handled
separately since does not carry any restore decisions form previous nodes. If it defines a
k-peak component that satisfies Λ it sets kprime to the maximum range i.e. k, otherwise to
0, as is its NewLevel field. After processing the root, the rest of the nodes are scanned from
root upwards. If the meet criterion Λ, their NewLevel and kprime fields are set as in the case
of the root. If criterion Λ is not met, or if the difference between their original level h and
PeakLevel is smaller than k there are two situations. If the difference between its gray level
and its parent’s is greater than the propagation range kprime of its parent (which may vary
from 0 to k) then it must be lowered to a new level which is that of its parent plus the parent’s
propagation range. Since it is a rejected component which is out of range, its kprime is set
to 0, i.e. it does not carry any restore decisions from its ancestors because its out of their
range and also has nothing to propagate itself. If however it is within the propagation range
of some ancestor, it is preserved and updates its level to that of its parent plus the gray levels
difference with it, and propagates the remaining range further up. The pseudo-code for the
k-subtractive filtering function is given in Alg. 4.
The process terminates when all nodes are visited. The output image is then restituted
based on the new levels of the nodes. The image restitution is the same as with the earlier
implementation of the subtractive rule. Variants for the direct, min and max rules can be
made in a similar way.

6.5 Applications on Volumetric Data and Discussion
In this section we demonstrate the performance of 3D shape filters on k-level hyperconnected
volume sets and compare our findings against the outputs of the same filters configured with
standard connectivity. In the experiments that follow we employ the non-compactness filter
of Section 6.2.2 configured with the k-subtractive filtering rule of the previous section. One
of the data sets is handled with the recently introduced Sparseness attribute of [90] for a better illustration of the method we are presenting. The results are displayed using iso-surface
projections or direct volume rendering (DVR) based on color tables of the alpha component.
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Figure 6.3: Foot - (left to right) The original volume set in color table projection using alpha components; the output of the non-compactness filter using standard connectivity; the output of the same
filter with k set to 120.

The latter is global factor to change the overall transparency of the object independent of
the data value. Computation times are reported for each set separately and algorithm dependencies are discussed in the last subsection. All experiments were carried out on an Intel
Pentium 4, 3.2 GHz CPU with 2GB memory.

6.5.1 The foot data set
The first data set shown in Fig. 6.3 is a rotational C-arm X-ray scan of a human foot, courtesy
of Philips Research, Hamburg, Germany. The data are in the form of a 256 × 256 × 256,
8-bit volume and the objective is to enhance the bone by suppressing the tissue. We use the
non-compactness filter for this purpose with λ set to 1.2 and visualize the result using colortable projection configured with alpha components. Selecting a higher λ removes much of
the bone structure irrecoverably while for lower values much of the tissue remains in the
form of elongated noise patterns. The filter output using standard connectivity fails to retain
the integrity of the bone and parts of it like the upper half of the first two toes is removed
leaving only a few elongated components that satisfy the criterion. Moreover in iso-surface
projection (not shown here) one can see low contrast elongated tissue fragments resting on
the background. These fragments being of low contrast can be removed with a relatively low
value for k, but a large enough value like k = 120 also allows the recovery of the missing
bone leading to the result shown in the bottom image of Fig. 6.3.

6.5.2 The CT-Knee data set
The second data set shown in the first column of Fig. 6.4 is a CT scan of a knee with an
anterior tibial osteotomy, courtesy of the Department of Radiology, University of Iowa. The
data are in the form of a 379 × 229 × 305, 8 bit volume and the objective like in the previous
case is to enhance the bone by suppressing both the tissue and the supporting badges shown
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in the top image at iso-level 1. We use the non-compactness filter with λ set to 0.5 for the
same reasons as before. Though most of the tissue is removed (at iso-level 12 it is not visible
at all), the filter output using standard connectivity cannot remove parts of the badge which
are elongated enough to satisfy Λ. Setting the iso-level higher clears the volume but also
removes parts of the bone joints which should be visible. Since the bone remains intact,
setting k = 40 is sufficient to remove the remaining badge fragments which are of lower
contrast. The final result is shown at the bottom image of the first column.

6.5.3 The MRI-Head data set
The third data set shown in the second column of Fig. 6.4 is an MRI scan of a human head,
courtesy of the Computer Graphics Group, University of Erlangen, Germany. The data are
in the form of a 256 × 256 × 256, 8 bit volume and the objective is to enhance the exterior
of the head leaving the skin details intact. We use the sparseness attribute of [90] for this
purpose with a small value for λ. The top image of the second column shows an orthoslice of the volume set where the noise surrounding the head is visible. The sparseness filter
using standard connectivity with λ = 2 fails to remove the noise efficiently and we see that
at lower levels where the particles have a high sparseness measure, the problem remains.
Using a high enough value for k, set to 100 in this case, eliminates all noise while restores
bright point-size components on the skin surface. The result is shown at the bottom image of
the second column and can also be achieved using the flatness attribute of [90]. We chose the
specific filter though because it demonstrates clearly the features of the proposed method.

6.5.4 The CT-Chest data set
The fourth data set shown in the first column of Fig. 6.5 is a CT scan of a female chest,
courtesy of the Department of Radiology, University of Iowa. The data are in the form of a
384×384×240, 8 bit volume and the objective is to enhance the skeleton by suppressing the
tissue and the surface on which the subject rests on during the tomography. The top image
shows the original volume at iso-level 40. The non-compactness filter output using standard
connectivity clears the volume sufficiently (middle image) even at very low intensities (isolevel 3 in this case) but fails to remove the resting structure parts of which are visible on the
side body and on the back of the skeleton. Since the resting structure appears de-touched
from the filtered set a high enough value for k, higher than the contrast of the targeted
structure, removes it together with all previously surviving details other than the skeleton.
The result is shown at the bottom image of the first column.
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Figure 6.4: CT scan of a knee (first column, top to bottom); The original volume set at iso-level 1;
the output of the non-compactness filter using standard connectivity and the output of the same filter
setting k to 120, both at iso-level 12. MRI scan of a head (second column, top to bottom); The original
volume set in color-table projection; the filter output using standard connectivity and setting k to 100,
both at iso-level 1.
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Figure 6.5: CT scan of a woman’s chest (first column, top to bottom); The original volume set at
iso-level 40; the output of the non-compactness filter using standard connectivity and the output of the
same filter setting k to 110, both at iso-level 3. A 3D ultrasound of the human spine (second column
top, to bottom); The original volume set in color-table projection; the non-compactness filter output
using standard connectivity and setting k to 5.
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6.5.5 The spine data set
The last data set shown in the second column of Fig. 6.5 is a 3D ultrasound of a human
spinal cord, courtesy of K.E. Purnama, Institute of Mathematics and Computing Science,
University of Groningen, The Netherlands. The data are in the form of a 130 × 161 × 490,
8-bit volume and the objective is to de-noise the set making the ribs and parts of the vertebra
visible to the degree possible. Certain ribs appear as point clouds due to the acquisition
method, making them vulnerable to most attribute criteria. The non-compactness filter using
standard connectivity and λ = 2 retrieves much of the structure but fails to capture these
ribs which are treated as noise and get removed. Setting k = 5, the filter allows for much
of these point clouds to get clustered to meaningful structures while letting the noise form
detached low elongation and low contrast structures which are removed. The result is shown
at the bottom image of the second column. The same happens with the core bone tissue in
the upper part of the image preventing removal of peak components at higher levels and thus
further reduction in contrast.

6.5.6 Parameter Selection and Computational Complexity
The computational complexity of the Max-Tree algorithm is discussed in [65]. It has a
strong dependency on the image content which affects the size of the tree thus the number
of recursions while flooding, and the number of nodes to be processed while filtering. Once
the tree structure is completed, the SetPeaks() function is called if k > 0. This is an extra
pass through the tree structure which again is content dependent and contributes a fixed time
overhead. Similarly, the k-subtractive, just like the ordinary subtractive rule, requires only
one pass of the tree structure involving a few additional if − else statements. It is content
dependent, through its dependence on the number of nodes, as well and totally independent
of both λ and k. In Table 6.1, we list the CPU timings for the data sets presented in the
previous subsection. To account for differences between older versions of the Max-Tree
code and the present, timings for the standard connectivity are given using this latest version
and setting k = 0. Worst case complexity for the flooding phase is O(GN ) with G the
number of gray levels, and N the number of pixels. For SetPeaks() and the filtering stage we
have a worst-case complexity of O(N ), because no more Max-Tree nodes than pixels can
exist.
The parameter k is very much depended on the data-set. To remove low contrast but of
high attribute measure structures which rest on the background, usually small values are sufficient. If these structures are within larger ones that should also be removed, together with
an appropriate value for λ a high enough value for k is required that exceeds the maximum
span of gray levels of the targeted objects. This is to ensure that for any component which
satisfies the filter criterion there is not enough contrast to define a k-peak component. To
recover components that would be removed by a filter relying on standard connectivity, a
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Table 6.1: CPU timings for each data set (in sec.).

Attribute filter relying on:
Standard Conn. Hyperconn.
build f ilter build f ilter
CT Foot
14.206 0.209 13.828 0.113
CT Knee 24.582 0.175 24.588 0.142
MRI Head 19.039 0.642 19.022 0.233
CT Chest 30.082 0.208 30.195 0.187
US Spine 7.731 0.083 7.490 0.065
Data Set

k
120
40
100
40
5

high enough value for k is required such that there exist k-peak components that satisfy the
criterion less than k levels below them. For k = 0, the k-peak components become the regular peak components of the image and the notion of k-level hyperconnectivity essentially
reduces to the standard connectivity.

6.6 Conclusions
In this paper we presented a method for computing attribute filters that rely on a notion of
hyperconnectivity instead of the standard connectivity. It is shown that the properties of connected attribute filters carry over to the hyperconnected case. We then focused on k-flatzones
to provide our hyperconnectivity. The aim was to involve contrast-based information on the
filter’s decision making. Filters based on this strategy can reject high attribute measure structures that are of low contrast by controlling an additional parameter k. Similarly, they can
preserve fine details that fail the filter’s criterion if found in a high contrast region. The benefits of this can be seen on the results of our experiments for which we used data sets that
regular filters fail to enhance properly.
Hyperconnectivity [9, 72] is a recent introduction in the theory of connectivity and there
are open challenges in both the theoretical and practical sides of it. Most important are the
axiomatics of the families of operators which return hyperconnected components marked by
the points x ∈ E. Due to the dependency of our method on a ”base” connectivity class,
we bypassed this limitation by making use of regular connected components. This approach
however cannot be generalized and the problem remains to be solved. Note that there are
no restrictions on the nature of this base connectivity class meaning that second generation
and other derivatives of standard connectivity may also be used. Moreover, we see that H
becomes a hyperconnectivity class for k > 0. If k = 0 the expression for H yields a standard
connection as it should be.
The hyperconnected attribute filters were implemented on the Max-Tree structure in the
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form of a filtering rule. This as explained earlier, allows setting k interactively and has a great
impact on the performance of the algorithm when compared with the alternative method
using the dual-input Max-tree. A demo program together with some sample data sets and
the source code are available in http://www.cs.rug.nl/˜michael/MTdemo/. The
CPU timings reported for each data set show that the overhead of the new method deviates
less than 1% from that of regular connected attribute filters and the algorithm is linear with
size.
In future work, we are looking into the theory of hyperconnectivity aiming to formalize an operator capable of returning hyperconnected components. This is an essential step
for exploring the field of hyperconnected morphology and its operators. Moreover, we are
looking at the benefits of customizing the hyperconnectivity class we presented by selecting
different types of base connections.

